Whiteflash Offers Perfect Pair of D
Internally Flawless Diamonds
HOUSTON, Texas, Feb. 2, 2012 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Whiteflash Inc.,
international retailer of ideal diamonds and fine bridal jewelry, announced
today the addition of two perfectly matched, perfect color and clarity (D IF)
one carat diamonds to their already impressive inventory of ideal and super
ideal diamonds.
D IF diamonds (perfect color and internally flawless) are exceedingly scarce.
Perfectly matched one carat certified AGS ideal diamonds are phenomenally
rare. The fact that they are A CUT ABOVE® Super Ideal Diamonds makes them
virtually irreplaceable.
Whiteflash has posted an article to their website called The “Perfect”
Perfect Pair of Gem Diamonds profiling the pair and providing links to a
comprehensive analysis of these world class gem diamonds including AGS
Laboratory reports, light performance imagery and pricing.
Debi Wexler, Whiteflash CEO, had this to say about the gems: “By making
diamonds of this stature available to a worldwide audience, we underscore the
Whiteflash commitment to top quality diamonds and jewelry. This pair of
diamonds is among the most perfect ever crafted by man.”
Whiteflash A CUT ABOVE® diamonds are well known to diamond connoisseurs
across the globe. Exhaustively tested and evaluated, only diamonds with the
finest light performance can carry the A CUT ABOVE® brand. A comprehensive
collection of reports and light performance images are available on all inhouse diamonds on the Whiteflash.com website, along with secure encrypted
shopping and easy access to their staff of GIA trained diamond consultants
and graduate gemologists.
Whiteflash is currently able to ship to seventy two countries worldwide, and
glowing testimonials stream in from delighted customers in the US and abroad
attesting to their top flight customer service as well as their impeccable
products. Diamonds such as these are especially appreciated by Whiteflash
customers in Singapore, Hong Kong and China.
For more information about these or other diamonds from their extensive
inventories please call toll free 877-612-6770 to speak to a friendly GIA
Accredited Jewelry Professional.
About Whiteflash:
Whiteflash is a full scale manufacturing jeweler specializing in Ideal
diamond and Fine Bridal Jewelry and stocks the biggest inventory of AGS
Certified Ideal Cut Diamond in the world.
The award winning Whiteflash.com website, described by Kiplinger’s Magazine
as the ‘Lord of the Online Rings” enables shoppers the world over to view,
compare and purchase top quality diamonds, engagement rings and fine jewelry

in a convenient and secure environment.
Whiteflash is the first jewelry retailer in the world to attain ISO 9001
certification for total quality management.
For more information, log onto www.whiteflash.com or call toll free
877-612-6770.
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